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About This Game

At 4188, we believe that games should deliver a strong response, especially when they feature combat. With Gladio, we are
attempting to expand upon first person melee combat mechanics. We are not interested in creating an "easy" game that gives a

false sense of satisfaction, rather a challenging game that engages the player.
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Features

Unique Dismemberment System
Directional Attack System
Three Different Destructible Armor Sets (all of which alter the enemies' behavior/abilities)
Various Movement Mechanics
Destructible Environment

Future content for Gladio will be free for owners of the game.
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Title: Gladio
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
4188
Publisher:
4188
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or later (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3 (or equivalent)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 950 (or comparable AMD)

Storage: 1370 MB available space

English
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As it stands at this point, I would not say this game is worth getting. First, there are only two resolution settings: 1280x720 and
1920x1080. While the gore and dismemberment system is solid and delivers well in terms of response, the combat system is
very much a jankier version of what is already on offer in Mount and Blade. It makes use of directional attacks, but where
Mount and Blade uses animations to let you know when your weapon has cooled down, and is responsive to mouse movement,
this game gives you a loading circle to show when you can attack again, and requires large mouse movement for effective
attacks. This sounds alright in theory, but is infuriatingly slow and counterintuitive in practice.

I appreciate it for what it attempts, but I feel that at this point, it is more of a proof of concept than a full on game, which leads
me to ask why it was sold in the first place. I understand that it is a first attempt, and I do see glimmers of potential here. The
dismemberment system is satisfying. But it cannot carry the whole game, nor should it.

Your money is better spent on Warband at this point in time.
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